Passage position as on 04.08.2020.
Sl.
No
.
1.

SR- PGT-2015-03

Date of
receipt of
Section.
10.04.2015.

2.

SR- PGT-2015-04.

14.05.2015.

3.

SR- PGT-2015-07.

02.06.2015.

4.

SR- PGT- 2015-15

18.06.2015.

5.

SR- PGT-2015-16.

03.09.2015.

6.

SR- PGT-2015-19. 03.08.2015..

7.

ID No.

SR- PGT-201521.

10.08.2015.

File No.
J/W.277/KGQ/04
/15.

Present status.

Proposal cancelled
(proposed location is
required for future
development of
Elimala Rly. Station)
and party advised on
16.11.2017.
J/W.277/11/WL/0 Proposal not feasible
5/15
and party advised on
17.11.2017.
J/W.277/KGQ/W
Proposal cancelled
L/08/15.
vide letter dtd .
01.07.2016.
J/W.277/TIR/09/ Party advised to
2015.
apply the way leave
permission through
Thirunavaya Grama
Panchayat vide letter
dtd.30.11.2017.
J/W.277/PAY/WL Proposal cancelled
/12/15.
and party advised on
19.10.2017.( since
there is no response
from this office letter
dtd.18.11.2016).
J/W.277/PAY/
Proposal not feasible
10/15.
and party advised
vide letter dtd.
22.09.2016.
J/W.277/18/WL/1 Proposal cancelled
1/15.
and party advised on
01.07.2016.

8.

SR-PGT-2015-41.

08.10.2015

9.

SR- PGT-2015-42.

07.10.2015

10.

SR- PGT-201545.

14.12.2015

11.

SR- PGT-2015-51.

22.12.2015

12.

SR- PGT- 201661.

18.05.2016.

J/W.277/15/WL/1
4/15.

Proposal not feasible
and party advised
vide letter
dtd.20.11.2017.
J/W.277/18/WL/1 Proposal not feasible
3/15.
and party advised on
20.07.2016.
J/W.277/PAY/
Proposal not feasible
WL/15/15.
and party advised
vide letter
dtd.20.06.2016.
J/W.277/PAY/WL Proposal rejected
/16/15.
vide letter
dtd.08.04.2016.
J/W.277/16/WL/0 Proposal rejected
1/2016.
and party advised

on 15.09.2016.
13

SR-PGT-2016-78.

02.08.2016.

14.

SR- PGT-2016-96.

03.10.2016.

15.

SR- PGT-2016-97.

-

16.

SR-PGT-2016109.

18.10.2016.

17

SR- PGT-2016-124

25.11.2016.

J/W.277/16/WL/0 Proposal not feasible
2/2016.
(since proposed
alignment of third
and fourth line
between KGQ and
TVC will be parallel
to the existing Rly
line between
Tirunavaya and
Kasaragod).
and party advised
vide letter dtd.
27.02.2020.
J/W.277/19/WL/ Proposal not feasible
08/2016.
and party advised vide
letter dtd.19.05.2017.
J/W.277/PAY/WL Proposal not feasible
/03/16.
and party advised
on 23.05.2017.
J/W.277/15/WL/0 Proposal not feasible
4/2016.
and party advised on
20.11.2017.
J/W.277/KGQ/01/ Proposal not feasible

2016.

18

SR-PGT-2016125.

01.12.2016.

19

SR- PGT-2016-126

23.11.2016.

20

SR- PGT- 2016128

29.11.2016.

21

SR- PGT-2016134.

01.02.2017

22

SR-PGT-2016-136

06.02.2017

23

SR-PGT-2017-01.

06.01.2017.

and Secretary/KZE
Municipality has
been advised vide
letter dtd. 20.01.2017.
J/W.277/15/WL/0
Final permission
7/2016.
given to the
Wandoor Grama
Panchayat vide letter
dtd.18.04.2018.
J/W..277/PAY/ Proposal not feasible
and Secretary/KZE
WL/05/2016.
Municipality has
been advised vide
letter dtd. 20.01.2017
J/W.277/TIR/WL Proposal not feasible
/06/2016.
and party advised on
13.12.2017.
Again party advised
that this proposal
not feasible vide
letter dtd.29.01.2018
based on the
representation
received from the
party .
J/W.277/17/WL/0 Proposal not agreed
4/2017 ..
and party advised
vide letter dtd.
20.09.2017. (since the
separate access
available with party )
J/W.277/19/WL/0 Commissioner/MC
5/2017.
C has been advised
to remit centage
charges vide letter
dtd. 09.03.2018.
MCC has been
advised to remit the
centage charges
within 15 days on
receipt of this office
letter dtd.18.10.2019.
J/W.277/12/WL/0
Proposal rejected
1/2017.
vide letter dated

24

SR-PGT-2017-06.

11.01.2017.

J/W.277/19/WL/0
2/2017.

25

SR-PGT-2017-14.

07.02.2017.

J/W.277/17/WL/0
3/2017

SR-PGT-2017-17

15.03.2017.

J/W.277/16/77/07

26

(old
File).(Sri.K.M.
Hameed Ali).
Society

27

SR-PGT-2017-22.

24.04.2017

J/W.277/17/WL/0
6/2017.

28

SR-PGT-2017-24.

25.04.2017

J/W.277/17/WL/

20.02.2017 since
proposed land is
required to be
preserved for future
development as
stated in
SE/Work/SRR’s
feasibility report.
Party advised to
remit centage
charges,
undertaking and
willingness letter
vide letter
dtd.05.04.2018.
Party ahs been
advised to submit
the details within 15
days on receipt of
this letter vide letter
dtd.18.10.2019.
Proposal not feasible
(since there is a
proposal of KRDCL to
lay 3rd and 4th line
parallel to the existing
lines between TUA and
KGQ Rly. Stations) and
party advised vide letter
dtd.18.10.2019.
Proposal not feasible
and party advised vide
letter dtd.
27.02.2020(since the
limited extent of Rly.
land at FK will have to
be utilized for providing
infrastructure and
passenger facilities in
near future).

Proposal
rejected(since
separate access
available) and party
advised on
18.08.2017.
Proposal not feasible

0 8/2017..

29

30

SR- PGT-2017-26.

19.04.2017.

SR-PGT-2017-31. 12.07.2017

and party advised
vide letter
dtd.28.03.2018.
J/W.277/16/WL/0 Proposal not feasible
7/2017.
(i.e. location is
required for future
development works)
and party advised
on 09.10.2017.
J/W.277/TIR/WL Proposal cancelled and
party advised vide letter
/09/2017.
dtd.19.09.2018 ( since
the proposed location
comes in safety zone
area).

31

SR-PGT-2017-33. 07.08.2017

32

SR-PGT-2017-40 26.09.2017

,33

SR-PGT-2017-41 27.09.2017

34

SR-PGT-2017-42 27.09.2017

35

SR- PGT-201747

10.10.2017

J/W.277/19/WL/1
0/2017.

Proposal not feasible
and party advised on
22.02.2018 and also
to approach the local
authorities to submit
the ‘ On line”
application..
J/W.277/11/WL/1 Proposal not feasible
1/2017.
(since separate
access is available)
and party advised
vide letter dtd.
10.10.2019.
J/W.277/11/WL/1 Proposal not feasible
3/2017.
(since separate
access is available)
and party advised
vide letter dtd.
10.10.2019.
J/W.277/11/WL/1 Proposal not
2/2017.
feasible (since
separate access is
available) and party
advised vide letter
dtd. 10.10.2019.
J/W.277/18/26.
Proposal
(Smt.Chithra
cancelled(parallel)
Prabhakaran/CAN and party advised
).
vide letter
dtd.06.03.2108.

36

SR- PGT-2017-56 27.10.2017

J/W.277/18/26

(Old File )

Feasibility report
received from
SSE/P.Way/CAN
on 23.01.2018.

37

SR-PGT-2017-57 01.11.2017.

J/W.277/17/WL/1
4/2017.

Proposal not feasible
and party advised on
09.02.2018. Party has
again advised that
the proposal is not
feasible vide letter
dtd.23.04.2018.(Now
the party has again
represented
on19.06.2018 and the
same is put up to
DEN/West on
21.06.2018.
Party has been
again advised vide
letter dtd. 22.01.2019
that the way leave
cannot be granted
based on the party’s
representation dtd.
17.01.2019.

38

SR- PGT-2017-62 30.10.2017

J/W.277/19/Road

Provisional
permission given
to the party on
31.01.2018.

(Kulasekhara).

.(Old File).
39

SR-PGT-2017-66 21.11.2017

40.

SR- PGT-2017-81. 09.01.2018

J/W.277/PAY/WL Proposal rejected
/15/2017.
and party advised
vide letter dtd.
06.04.2018.(Being a
Category ‘A’ Station
declared as ‘Adarsh
Station’)
J/W.277/19/WL/1
(1).Proposal not
7/2018.
feasible and advised
MCC on 22.02.2018.
(2).
Thahsildar/Mangal
uru Taluk has been
advised to conduct a

41

SR-PGT-2017-82 09.01.2018.

J/W.277/19/WL/1
8/2018.

42

SR-PGT-2018-02. 09.01.2018.

J/W.277/19/WL/1
6/2018.

43

SR-PGT-2018-03. 25.01.2018.

J/W.277/TIR/WL
/19/2018.

44

SR-PGT-2018-09 02.03.2018

45.

SR-PGT-2018-15. 06.04.2018.

joint survey vide
etter
dtd.26.02.2018.(cover
returned by Postal
authorities duly
endorsing “No such
Thahsildar
department” and the
same is sent to
SSE/P.Way/MAQ
vide letter
dtd.25.06.2018.
MCC has been
advised to submit
willingness letter for
taking Railway land
on lease basis for 35
years vide letter
dtd.19.03.2018.
SSE/P.Way/MAQ has
been advised to furnish
some additional details
vide
letter
dtd.09.06.2020.

Feasibility
report
called
for
from
SSE/P.Way/TIR
vide
letter
dtd.25.01.2018.Party
has been advised to
contact
SSE/P.Way/TIR
within 15 days from
the receipt of this
letter
vide letter
dtd.06.09.2019.
J/W.277/18/WL/2 Proposal not feasible
0/2018.
and party advised
vide letter dtd.
30.04.2018.
J/W.277/17/WL/1 Proposal put up to
7/04/14.(Smt.Been SSE/Drg./LM on
a Balachandran)
09.10.2018.
(Old File).

46.

SR- PGT-2018-18. 11.05.2018

J/W.277/West/PT
J/WL/21/2018.

As
per
the
instruction
of
DEN/East, (based
on
the
SSE’/P.Way/West/
PTJ
letter
dtd.
15.11.2019 for joint
verification)the
proposal put up to
SSE/Drg./LM on
03.12.2019.

47.

SR-PGT-2018-26. 06.07.2018.

J/W.277/15/WL/2
2/2018.
(ALP School
Elamkulam).

Head Master/ALP
School has been
reminded to submit the
existing ‘NOC’ details,
sketch showing the
measurements etc vide
this office letter
dtd.19.03.2019.

48

SR- PGT-2018-30 27.07.2018.

J/W.277/11/WL/2
4/2018.

After getting
centage charges, the
proposal put up to
SSE/Drg./LM on
22.05.2019 for
preparation of GAD.

49.

SR- PGT-2018-31. 25.07.2018.

J/W.277/TIR/WL
/23/2018.

Proposal cancelled and
party advised vide letter
dtd.30.11.2018 ( since
the proposed location
comes in safety zone
area).

50.

SR- PGT-2018-32. 03.08.2018.

J/W.277/19/WL/2 Proposal cancelled
5/2018.
based on the party’s
request dtd.
17.02.2020.

51.

SR- PGT- 2018-60 07.08.2018.

J/W.277/TIR/WL
/26/2018.

Proposal not feasible
and Kadalundi
Grama Panchayat
has been advised
vide letter
dtd.28.12.2018.
(Sri.M.K.Raghavan,
MP has been

52.

SR- PGT-2019-03. 11.02.2019.

53.

SR- PGT-2019-04. 05.02.2019.

advised the same
matter- draft letter
out up to DRM
through DEN/East
on 02.01.2019 and the
same has been
returned by DRM
with some
observation on
07.01.2019. and the
same is again put up
to DRM on
30.01.2019.
J/W.277/KLGD/
Based on the
WL/02/2019.
additional details
received from the
SSE, the proposal
put up to
SSE/Drg./LM on
02.08.2019.
J/W.277/11/West1.Based on the
PGT/WL/01/2019.
technical
observation, made
on 24.09.2019,
Sr.DEN/Co-ord has
informed to
Sri.Santhosh that
Sr.DEN/Co-ord will
talk to the party and
possibility of
barricading along
the track by OTP
Municipality to
ensure safety will be
explored.
2. Based on the
technical
observation,
the
details has been
obtained
from
SSE/P.Way/WestPGT which is put up
to
SSE/Drg./LM
on 27.02.2020.

54.

SR- PGT-2019-08. 22.03.2019.

54.

SR- PGT-2019-12. 19.03.2019.

55.

SR- PGT-2019-18. 26.03.2019.

56.

SR- PGT-2019-70. 30.08.2019.

57.

SR- PGT-2019-84. 01.102019.

J/W.277/15/WL/0
4/2019.

Proposal not feasible
(safety zone) and
Tuvvur Grama
Panchayat has been
advised on
10.05.2019.
J/W.277/11/EastFeasibility report
PGT/WL/03/2019. has been called for
from
SSE/P.Way/East/
PGT vide letter
dtd.21.03.2019 and
reminded on
17.10.2019.
J/W.277/15/WL/0
Party advised to
5/2019.
send some
additional details
vide letter
dtd.14.05.2019.
J/W.277/11/WL/0
Feasibility report
6/2019.
has been called for
from SSE/Works/
PGT vide letter
dtd.30.08.2019 and
reminded on
17.10.2019.
J/W.277/KLGD/
Secretary/Vadavann
WL/07/2019.
ur Grama Panchayat
has been advised to
submit the
willingness letter to
bear the cost of
fencing/compound
wall etc to the
Panchayat
authorities vide
letter dtd. 11.03.2020.

58.

SR- PGT-2019-97. 14.102019.

J/W.277/15/WL/0
8/2019.

Proposal not feasible
(safety zone)and
party advised vide
letter dtd.11.12.2019.

59.

SR-PGT-2019-91. 04.11.2019.

60.

SR-PGT-2019-108. 04.12.2019.

61.

SR-PGT-2019- 110 12.12.2019.

62.

SR-PGT- 2019-112 23.12.2019.

J/W.277/12/WL/0 SRR
Municipality
9/2019.
has been advised
that the way leave
permission has not
been garneted to
PWD/SRR
vide
letter dtd.14.05.2020.
J/W.277/PAY/WL
District
/10/2019.
Collector/KGQ has
been advised to
furnish copies of
documents such as
ownership, change
of calcification etc
vide letter dtd.
17.02.2020.
J/W.277/KGQ/W
Feasibility report
L/11/2019.
has been called for
from
SSE/P.Way/KGQ
vide letter
dtd.12.12.2019.
Party
advised to remit
J/W.277/KGQ/W
centage charges vide
L/12/2019.
letter dtd.02.06.2020.

63.

SR-PGT-2019-113. 14.01.2020.

J/W,.277/15/WL/
01/2020.

Proposal not feasible
and
Secretary/Pandikka
d Grama
Panchayath advised
vide letter
dtd.18.02.2020.

64.

SR-PGT-2020-12. 20.01.2020.

J/W,.277/15/WL/
02/2020.

After getting the
feasibility report, the
proposal is put up to
SSE/Drg./LM on
25.06.2020.

65.

SR-PGT-2020-23. 02.03.2020.

J/W,.277/PAY/W
L/ 03/2020.

66.

SR-PGT-2020-32. 26.05.2020.

J/W.277/12/WL/0
4/2020.

67.

SR-PGT-2020-37 27.06.2020.. J/W.277/KLGD/
WL/05/2020.

Proposal rejected,
since the proposed
way leave is parallel to
the track and the
same is advised to the
party vide letter
dtd.07.07.2020.
Party advised to
submit a ‘NOC’
details obtained from
Railway vide letter
dtd.07.07.2020.

Feasibility report
has been called for
from
SSE/P.Way/KLGD
vide letter
dtd.27.06.2020.

